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Quarterly Reports: Page views & Visitors

- June 2006: The EU SDS process
- September 2006: Evaluation and Review of NSDSs
- December 2006: The FNCSD and the UK’s SDC
- March 2007: The EU SDS Process in MS
- June 2007: Sustainability Impact Assessment
- September 2007: Strategic Approaches to CC
- December 2007: Objectives and Indicators of SD
- March 2008: The Governance of the Lisbon Process

Chart showing page views and visitors for each quarterly report.
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ESDN Workshops

- **November 2007 in Cascais, Portugal:**
  “Sustainable Development Indicators at the EU level” (co-host Portuguese EU Presidency)
  - 46 participants (28 ESDN members/16 countries + 18 Portuguese participants)
  - Keynotes & parallel working groups
  - Discussion Paper & Workshop Summary

- **April 2008 in Berlin, Germany:**
  “Experiences with Participatory Tools and Mechanisms” (co-hosts German Ministry of Environment & German Environment Agency)
  - 28 participants (24 ESDN members/13 countries + 4 participants of German co-hosts)
  - Keynote, 4 case study presentations & working groups
  - Discussion Paper & Workshop Summary
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Tuesday  July 1, 2008

9:00  Presentation on CSR Policies at the Member State level
9:30  Panel discussions on the working group results
11:00  Coffee break
11:30  ESDN Activities: Review and outlook

facilitated by
Elisabeth Freytag and Wolfram Tertschnig (Austria)

Topics:
  Website and newsletter
  Annual conference
  Workshops
  Membership and partnership issues
  Other network activities that could be presumed